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HAPPENINGS

Thanksgiving is less something we do on the second weekend of October, or when
we receive gifts from one another, than a whole way of life which recognizes that life
itself is a gift to be treasured and used well. The special days devoted to giving
thanks mark our gratitude to nature, and the farmers who produce the food and
drink we so often take for granted; but they are, like all sacred time and space, reminders that, as people of faith, our lives are intended to be a perpetual outpouring
of thanks to the Holy One who is both the Source and the End of all things. As we give
thanks for that generous Love which has both called us into being and sustains us on
our journeys through life, we, too, are invited to live lives of generosity to others.
And the great and happy paradox of this is that, the more we share, the more fulfilled
we become. We can perhaps do no better than to print this General Thanksgiving
from the Book of Alternative Services.
‘Accept, O Lord, our thanks and praise for all you have done for us. We thank you
for the splendour of the whole creation, for the beauty of this world, for the wonder
of life, and for the mystery of love. We thank you for the blessing of family and
friends, and for the loving care which surrounds us on every side. We thank you for
setting us tasks which demand our best efforts, and for leading us to accomplishments which satisfy and delight us. We thank you also for those disappointments
and failures that lead us to acknowledge our dependence on you alone. Above all, we
thank you for your Son Jesus Christ; for the truth of his word and the example of his
life; for the steadfast obedience, by which he overcame temptation; for his dying,
through which he overcame death; for his rising to life again, in which we are raised
to the life of your kingdom. Grant us the gift of your Spirit, that we may know Christ
and make him known; and through him, at all time and in all places, may give thanks
to you in all things. Amen.’
May that same Spirit give to all of us all thankful and generous hearts and minds,
and the will to live our faith each day and everywhere.
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1. Massed choir for last evensong. 2. EfM group toasts a good year. 3. EfM Mentor
training. 4-5-6 St. James welcomed the Legion and Cadets for their annual church parade. 7. St. James team supports Ellen Osler House. 8. Pub Night was graced with this
great seniors band which played for the whole evening.
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has
urged us to incorporate the stories of our First
Nations into all our educational programs, to
engage in ongoing dialogue with our First Nations peoples, and to form partnerships with
them as we continue the process of healing.
We have a dedicated board in the narthex,
with information for you to take or to add.

Loving God, grant that, from the beginning to the end
of our earthly journeys, we may know your abiding
presence with us, and be faithful disciples of your
beloved Son, Jesus Christ. Amen.

to Erica Hardie, Brett Stewart, and all those heading to college and
university, as well as to all our young
people heading back to school and a new academic year, or starting work. May you all flourish!

How the Bible
Became Holy

Michael L. Satlow
Yale University Press
2014
In this extensive narrative, Michael
Satlow tells the fascinating story of how an ancient
collection of obscure Israelite writings became the
founding texts of both Judaism and Christianity,
considered to be holy by the followers of each faith.
Drawing on cutting-edge historical and archeological research, he traces the story of how, when, and
why Jews and Christians gradually granted authority to texts that had long lain dormant in a dusty
temple archive. The Bible, Satlow maintains, was
not the consecrated book it is now until quite late
in its history. Christians were the first to develop a
formal canon. In 367 CE the bishop of Alexandria
made a list of books, both Old and New testaments,
that he felt believers should consider holy. Jews
would not come to find consensus about a standard
Hebrew text until the eleventh century CE. In antiquity, people believed some texts contained divinely
messages, especially about the future. This is basically why the Bible was considered holy – it was a
book of oracles. The author ends this book with the
notion that perhaps the Bible’s greatest legacy is
belief that one can build a community, a culture,
and even a country around a text.
Deacon Rob

some puns for fun!
“I dropped the toothpaste,” Tom
said, crestfallen.
“That’s the last time I pet a lion,”
Tom said offhandedly.
“We don’t have a homerun hitter,”
Tom said ruthlessly.
“I’ll dig another ditch around the castle,” Tom said
remotely.
“I keep shocking myself,” said Tom, revolted.
“I shouldn’t sleep on railroad tracks,” said Tom,
beside himself.
“My steering wheel won’t turn,” Tom said straightforwardly.
“I’ve lost a lot of weight,” Tom expounded.
“I keep banging my head on things,” Tom said bashfully.
“I’ll have to telegraph him again,” Tom said remorsefully.
“I can’t get down from the mountain!” Tom alleged.
“Let’s play C, E, and G,” said Tom’s band, in accord.
“You call this a musical!?” asked Les miserably.
“I must make the fire hotter!” Tom bellowed.
Thanks to a friend for posting this on Facebook.

At the June garage sale, which
was so generously supported,
we received some exceptional donations of jewelry, linens
and decorative items.

With the enormous quantity of goods available for the sale
it was thought that these items would not receive the value they deserved. An idea sprung up; why not have another event where we would offer “better” items. From this
initial thought came the idea of a tea and treasures event.
We hope to offer “treasures” for sale at appropriate prices,
along with an afternoon tea and other enticements, to be
determined.
If it is to be successful, we will need help and support.
Give us your thoughts and ideas
Offer to help
Search and find treasures that you would
be willing to donate.
This is NOT another garage sale. We are asking
for quality rather than quantity. Items should
be “better than garage sale”.
We are being reminded of the financial situation at St.
James. This is a way you could help.
We are thinking of early spring for the event but would
love to receive your TREASURES as soon as you discover
them.
The committee… so far:
Nancy Crosbie, Lynne Morrow, Audrey Nicol, Jill Regoeczi,
Lil Stewart

Sharing our stories
Planning for a vibrant future
Identifying & building on our assets
When? Saturday, September 17th
10.00 am to 2.00 pm

Where? Dundas Room at St. James
Please sign up at the church
or call the office

Lynn
Dykeman

It was a pop bottle
filled with water, and a common glass. It so reminded
me of Jesus' love, of communion.
On July 9th we had one more major push to deliver
furniture to refugees. We had heard of a family who
had arrived, Syrian refugees who had left Saskatchewan who were sleeping on the floor-nine children, a
father, and a pregnant mother. We spent the morning
picking up things from many donors, dressers and
beds, chairs and bookcases. Each donor had a story, a
way the refugees had moved and inspired them. They
were pleased to help and wished they could do
more. The moving team was an interesting group-a
lovely mix of refugees and long term Canadians. There was the truck and crew but also several
drivers who brought the laborers who would not fit in
the truck to the next moving site. There were people
who received donations at the church on what would
probably be the hottest day of the summer.
One of the movers was a refugee we had helped the
month before. He wanted to help the people who
came after him! This refugee had been given an air
conditioner but he had given it away to a family with
more children who he believed needed it more.
Many Syrians have volunteered their time with the
project and always offer to do more. We had a pizza
lunch on the back of the truck and told stories. The
ramp was the table and we borrowed chairs from the
truck.
It
was
a
powerful
moment.
When we called the second family, the family with
the many children sleeping on the floor, they were
overwhelmed. The children were in stair steps from
17 on down. One of the young children held the bottle
of water and a glass. This was what they had to offer
us. It was undoubtedly the greatest gift of the day. I
went up into the third floor walk up in the apartment
and there were two large bedrooms with no furniture
and hotter than I care to mention. We delivered
things to seven families by the end of the day. I will
never forget that bottle of water. I believe we saw God
in the face of the child with the water.
Each month we plan to have a delivery for families
who need our support. Contact Diana Sneath or Lynn
Dykeman if you have a a truck or trailer, time or
a donation. We have refugees always looking for odd
jobs.

In June, St. James was notified that we
have been awarded gold status in the Greening Niagara
program. Previously, we had received bronze certification. The upgrade is based on several factors, including
the leadership of Sue Carson and her fellow members of
ECOWHAM (Eco Churches of West Hamilton). Many parishioners also signed pledge forms to use eco-friendly
products for housekeeping and energy consumption. The
church buildings have become more eco-friendly through
the use of LED lightbulbs, the installation of energyefficient toilets, and the replacement of the old boilers
with high-efficiency furnaces.
Our former curate Bill Mous sent an official letter of
congratulation to the parish, and the presentation of our
gold award will be made by Bill on October 30th, when he
will be our special preacher.

Children’s Worship Workshop
Parents!

You are invited to
bring your children
to St. James

for a morning of fun and learning,
to explore how and why
we share the Bread and Wine each Sunday.
Call Jean at 905-627-1424 to register.

for the great St. James
Saturday, November 5th, 8 am to 5 pm
Join our own Richard Hansen and other area
organists, and sing along with them to at least
one verse of every hymn in our hymn book
(Common Praise). Or sponsor the singing of your
favourite hymn(s)! Sponsor sheets available after church, beginning on September 11th.
Suggested minimum donation $10.00. Tax receipts for all donations of $20.00 or more.

How do you talk about a violent act that leaves forty-nine people dead, with families and loved
ones whose lives are altered forever, who will never forget June, 2016? How do you speak about an
act that left over fifty more wounded? How do you speak of survivors who have seen unspeakable
trauma, who are forever changed, whose sense of safety and humanity is forever altered? How do
you talk about the impact this night has on our community, on many communities throughout Canada, the U.S.A. and the world? How do we speak to the GLBTQ community who have struggled to feel safe and a
part of our community, or Muslims afraid of reprisals, to the mentally ill worried about stigma, or to people who
want to end gun violence? On one Saturday night in June, we were all changed. The fabric of our souls has been
torn, and we are so very sad. How do we find hope? How do we support each other through all this? Tonight we
honour the lives of those who have died and ponder how we as a community, as a country, can respond.
In a mass shooting, the fabric that weaves us together is torn apart. We bring our own life experiences to our
understanding of any trauma, and our experience is affected by our position in our society. If we are part of marginalized groups, we may feel vulnerable. The GLBTQ community remembers other times and other places, and
had hoped that deaths for being gay were becoming things of the past. Many in the gay community know what it
is to be teased, taunted, and assaulted for being seen as outsiders. Suicide rates among GLBTQ youth continue to
be higher than those of their peers.
Frightening anti-Muslim rhetoric has become a significant part of recent political discourse in the US. What
was it like for a troubled man to hear horrible things said of Muslims. Anti-Muslim behaviour is a part of our society too - the recent assault of a Muslim woman in London, Ontario removes all doubt. The struggles some of our
newcomers have had to find housing remind us we continue to marginalize people we see as different from ourselves.
We could question gun violence - why does anyone need a semi-automatic rifle? Why would any government
protect ownership of such things? It’s a poorly kept secret that our country makes and sells arms to many countries, including our sale of armoured vehicles to Saudi Arabia. Are Canadian jobs more important than human
life? Where is our sense of justice? Or what about mental health underfunding, and the stigmatized lives of people
who fight to maintain their health? Only in recent years have a few prominent people come forward, and pushed
us to begin public discourse about mental health issues, and what as a society we can do to help. Mental health
issues are still something people feel they need to hide. We have made progress, but people with these issues still
tend be seen as weak. People with mental health challenges are people who fight against odds many will never
understand.
So where do we find hope after forty-nine lost lives? Where do we find some sense of what we might do? To
coin an old phrase, ‘What would Jesus do?’ Well, Jesus is often wrongly seen as a conservative. The church which
at its best reflects Jesus’ love can be slow to change; but Jesus was anything but status quo. He associated with untouchables, the demon-possessed, people with mental health issues, Gentiles, tax collectors, and so on. He made
community with those society would not accept, was continually in hot water with the ruling elites and pushed
for the radical inclusion of all. Critical of the rich and powerful, he turned their world upside down.
What would Jesus do now? I think he would begin by weeping. We need time to mourn, to remember this tragedy, to work for a more just society that the recently dead never saw. Jesus called for radical change in how we
relate to each other. His teaching pushes us to form strong connections with those we do not understand, because
they seem different. I spoke at the Canadian Club earlier this spring. Someone said, “I never thought I was prejudiced, but when I used to see a hijab I would think, “Oh, that’s interesting - now that does not seem prejudiced”.
But she went on to say, “Now, when I see someone in Moslem attire, I want to get to know them and their story”.
That’s a real change in perspective. When I introduce Muslims to Christians I’m often told they are so nice. How
did we expect them to be? Knowing people changes our prejudices and stereotypes.
Whenever I hear someone speaking Arabic, I greet them in Arabic, wherever I might be. The look on their faces
is of pure delight. They know I must have some connection with their world, and know they are safe. This safety
is something the GLBTQ community knows all too well. How often have I said to someone who looked afraid this is a safe place. When I tell people there is a church in Dundas where people can worship safely, they are curious and often surprised, for this has not been their experience. St. James has worked many hours with our local
Syrian population, and it is this connection, and this creation of community, that reflects God’s love.
I had dinner with some other lesbian women recently. None of us would be accepted in the church where we
were raised. Not even today. I interviewed seventeen lesbian women for my M.Th. degree about their church involvement. Many of their stories would curl your hair. Churches that call themselves Christian have had horrible
things to say about GLBTQ folks and the folks who died. What began as a rumble of protest against such behaviour has become louder. Perhaps the next generation of GLBTQ will have different stories to tell. (cont’d. page 7)

A client sobbed in my office after the Orlando massacre. He could find no hope, believing himself at risk as he
walks the street. He is not gay, but a man of colour. He has told stories of being alone in an elevator and people
not being willing to ride with him when the elevator doors open, or of parents liking him, but not wanting him to
date their daughters. Last week he heard a story from his father-in-law who at work was told, ‘Well at least the
gunner killed the right people.’ This was in Hamilton. Jesus would be busy. Perhaps the next generation will be
different, but only if we change.
I work with folks with mental health issues, who are often remarkably isolated. I see a need to feel a sense of
connection, a sense of community, a sense of belonging. Many people live far away from families. In treatment
groups, people often comment on their sense of connection. What have we done to create a world with so many
lonely people? Jesus would eat with them.
As for guns, they are made to kill people. What game hunter uses an assault rifle? So why do we make more
and more guns? Someone argued on the CBC that more guns would stop the killing. Can we imagine Jesus with a
gun?
Former US President Jimmy Carter said “What we need now more than ever is leadership that steers us away
from fear, and fosters greater confidence in the inherent goodness and ingenuity of humanity.” Politicians often
try to convince us there are others in the world who are out to do harm and take what belongs to us. That rhetoric was very evident in the recent Brexit debate, and is heard in the current American election. Jesus taught us we
are the same, and died for it. Fear is the root of our violence. What might have happened if the shooter had
known acceptance, compassion and caring as he struggled with his demons?
Orlando reminds us of the critical need to create community. Human connection and acceptance and support
for those marginalized by economics, religion, sexual orientation, mental health or any of the ‘isms’ is the only
thing that can end hate. In strong communities where people know who is struggling, and who needs to be invited in for a cup of tea, it’s much more difficult to see other people as separate from us. Jesus saw a richly diverse
society rich where differences are woven together. This vision has the potential to bring true peace. Let it be so.

Some Old Irish Chestnuts












Submitted by Brenda Tebay
Ad in Belfast newspaper—
Wanted, man and woman to look
after two cows—both Protestant.
Parish priest, due to leave his parish. On his last
Sunday his flock gathered to wish him well. One
lady, fervently holding his hands, said, “You’re a
great man, Father. We knew nothing about sin
until you came among us.”
Priest, to child: “What is baptism?” Child: It used
to be two and sixpence, but my mother says it’s
five bob since you came here.”
A priest had a fine library, but wouldn’t lend any
of his books. Yet one day he loaned one to Clancy, “But only,” he said, “if you read it in my
study.” A few days later, this same priest asked
to borrow Clancy’s lawnmower, “But only”, said
Clancy, “if you use it in my garden.”
A Belfast Protestant family was getting on the
train when the little girl said, “Goodbye, God.
We’re going to live in Dublin.”
One day, while sitting in his Vatican study, the
Pope was called to the telephone. “Your Holiness,
this is Father Murphy from County Cork in Ireland. I think Jesus Christ is walking down the
middle of the town here. What should I do?” Says
the Pope, “Look busy.”

Travel with Adam
Hamilton as he retraces
the life and ministry of
Jesus Christ. Hamilton
approaches his subject
matter with thoughtfulness and wisdom. For
an in-depth study, enjoy it with a small
group, for 6 weeks, on
Thursday morning at
10:30, Beginning September 8th. Call the
office to sign up.
905-627-1424
Using historical information, archaeological data, and
stories of the faith, Hamilton follows in the footsteps of
Jesus from his baptism to the temptations to the heart of
his ministry, including the people he loved, the parables
he taught, the enemies he made, and the healing he
brought.
This study group will help you and your group grow
deeper in your faith, learn more about the life of Christ,
spend time reading and reflecting upon the Scriptures.

Cactus Festival Parade
If there’s one word to describe
Anne Washington, it’s “tireless”.
She is also infinitely caring and
compassionate, which is why she
received the Seniors ‘Care and
Compassion’ Award, at the Hamilton Seniors Banquet in June.
Nominated by the Salvation Army for her volunteer work at Ellen Osler House, which helps women
reintegrate into society after serving time for criminal convictions, this particular activity is only one
of many. Anne has recently stepped down as chair
of the Association of Dundas Churches, but stays on
as past chair. She coordinates St. James’ monthly
community dinner, which is part of the Association’s community outreach program, involving our
ecumenical partners at St. Paul’s, St. Mark’s and
Knox churches. And she remains actively involved
in our own Outreach Committee and many other
parish activities. Her focus is always on the wounded and hurting members of our society, and how
we can help them. So she has also been a strong
supporter of our refugee program.
So thank, you Anne, not only for all you do, but
for who you are. You exemplify all that is best
about St. James.
See page 11 for a lovely photo of Anne, surrounded by family and friends at the awards banquet.

Most people know we have sponsored fourteen
members of the Al Rahmo family, who are now settling into life in Hamilton. But did you know St.
James has also assisted some 200 governmentsponsored refugee families with bedding, furniture,
crockery and cutlery, microwaves and TVs, bicycles,
toys, and by helping them with many of the government forms needing completion? We have worked
with Wesley Urban Ministries, the local agency designated by the federal government to assist these
families. A number of parishioners and community
members have quietly volunteered their services,
but special recognition was given to Susan Wallace
who, along with Feras, our chief refugee translator,
has worked tirelessly for weeks with these families.
Susan herself has visited some 140 families (and
more than once!) The Islamic community honoured
both of them at a recent banquet in recognition of
their devotion and compassion. Thank you to them
and to all our dedicated volunteers!

On August 18th the Association of Dundas Churches
again participated in the opening parade of the Cactus Festival. Galer Farm Equipment donated a tractor and trailer
once more, for the third year in a row. The Noah’s Ark display fit nicely into the overall Animal Celebration theme. In
addition to the signs identifying the member churches, other signs publicized the whole range of community services
carried out by the association, whose recently published
brochure was handed out to many of the spectators along
the parade route. Thanks to all who participated in this fun
event, which helps to raise awareness of the significant role
played by the churches in our community.

It is hard to believe that
the summer months are almost behind us. It seems
there is a slower and more
relaxed feel to the life of the
church during these hot, hazy days, but in reality the most important issues are
just as urgent and immediate in the summer, as at
any other time of the year. Your wardens have continued to meet monthly with the intention of dealing
with these persistent and significant issues.
Regarding the maintenance of building and property, here are a few highlights which occurred over
the past 3 months or, are imminent:
During May, 5 upstairs toilets were replaced with
“low-flush” toilets. In addition to being ‘new’, they are
higher and with the increase in height, we hope people may find it easier to use them; the elevated, attachable seats which were used with the old toilets
have been removed.
Donna Evans and Donna Clark have been instrumental in replacing lighting and redecorating the
bathroom located across from the baptistry doors in
the church proper. What a wonderful job.
Programmable thermostats will soon replace the
outdated ones which control the heat.
You may have noticed a new shine to the floor in
the Dundas room. It was recently waxed in attempt
to avoid a situation which could have resulted in permanent damage to the linoleum.
You also may have noticed the outside of the
church is reflecting the care and love of the property.
The flowers and lawns are attractive and are inviting
and full of vitality. Thank you so much to the grounds
-keeping crew who have worked tirelessly over the
hot, dry summer so that we can appreciate the beautiful property surrounding the church.
The beloved St. James Church sign is currently in
the shop being repaired. Once this is complete, the
sign will be restored to its original place. Special gold
-leaf paint is required so that the print remains vivid
and clear.
You may or may not know that the Memorial
Phoenix Garden Wall needs repair and maintenance;
this task has proven to be more extensive than anticipated; significant preparatory work is required.
Presently, we are attempting to notify next of kin,
whose loved ones’ ashes are buried in the Phoenix
Garden. Unfortunately, the records are limited, and
those predating 2004 are not complete. We have
asked for your assistance and continue to attempt to
notify next of kin. This work is ongoing and the repair
of the wall entails a significant financial cost. Furthermore, after some research and education, we have a

better understanding of the financial accounts governed
under current legislation, and thus can better foresee the
future management and maintenance of the garden.
There has been a noticeable spike in water usage over
the past 6 months. To date, we are uncertain as to why,
so investigation is ongoing. Unfortunately, this has
translated into a bigger water bill.
Finally, the issue of finances as always is on the forefront. In early summer, the review of finances, demonstrated there was a significant discrepancy between the
givings anticipated in our 2016 budget and actual receipts. This shortfall translated into a significantly larger
deficit and a great sense of concern. In response to this
concern a request was made to parishioners to consider
this increasing gap when providing weekly and monthly
offerings, and if possible to increase regular givings.
Thank you for responding. To the end of July our deficit
is approximately 32,000$ (last year at this time it was 47,
582$). We are projecting a deficit of approximately
12,000$ at the end of 2016 if increased givings continue.
Recall: the budget approved at Vestry February 2016
was a deficit budget. A need has been identified to set up
a campaign to attempt to eliminate debt and deficit. By
developing a substantial endowment fund, the interest
from the fund can be used for ongoing ministry and
maintenance, with the ultimate goal being long term survival and growth of the parish. This campaign is in early
development; stay tuned for further details and developments.
Good News on the Greening Front!! St. James has obtained the Greening Niagara Gold Award. Way to go St.
James!! This will be presented on October 30th when the
Rev. Bill Mous comes to preach and present the award.
Things are always changing, and by the time you read
this some of the anticipated changes will have occurred.
Some of the “new news” will be “old news”, but that is
because the church is in a dynamic and energetic state!
If you have questions or comments regarding any issue
relative to the responsibilities of the wardens, please
speak to any of us. We may not be able to provide an answer immediately, but we can listen, learn, and respond.
“Goodbye” to the hot, hazy days of summer and “hello” to
the brisk, bustling days of autumn!

Miriam, Donna, Mick and David
Editor’s note: Thanks to our hard-working wardens.
And if you don’t know what the symbols at the top of their
report mean, the mitre represents the rector’s warden, and
the crown the people’s warden, though these days we tend
to think of the four wardens—rector’s, people’s and the
two deputies as a team. It’s also important to remember
we are all members of the Body of Christ, and if all of us
work together and play our part, the whole body flourishes. So may this new season find all of us eager to play our
parts—to the glory of God and the well-being of the whole
community.

Shalom-Peace
Many of us have experienced a
change of pace this summer, a slowing down, as it were, of the normal
speed with which life unfolds for
most of the year. ‘Frantic’ is a word
that comes to mind when I hear of
what some people describe as their normal activities. As we get into high gear, the further away we
get from the down time of summer, and the closer
we get to fall and winter activities, the expectations
we place on ourselves and our families, when it
comes to needing to know how to do everything,
experience everything, and planning a perfect
Christmas for everyone, the more we wish for the
slowing down of summer.
So before all the demands of the world grab hold
of you I would ask that, before you commit to anything for you or a family member, your spouse or
your children, plan some down time. Write on the
calendar 15 minutes each day where you will all be
together face-to-face talking, listening to each other,
and then lifting up your concerns, worries, and joys
to God. Put on that calendar one four-hour period a
week for family time.
If there are children in your household, block it out
as a movie night, a games night, a night to ride bikes,
go for a car ride, visit all the waterfalls on the escarpment, go for a hike, pick apples. There are so
many fun activities. Couples without children can
also do all these things, and the special things they
love to do together. If you are alone, find a group to
join, invite friends in, invite a friend to go to the
movies, take a long hot bath, read a good book,
make up a long phone list of people to call, and take
time to listen to what is going on in their lives, do
something you love, pamper yourself. But make
sure you are aware you are special and deserve to
be spoiled. At the end of each time, take at least 30
seconds to give thanks to God for the family time
you had (even if the kids ended up fighting).
We often don’t have time to notice the changes in
people. We are all getting older; some are becoming
more capable, others less capable. Savour time! Savour the time you have! Give thanks for what you
are able to do! Give thanks for all you have!
God is with you and has created you to enjoy life.
“What gain have the workers from their toil? I have
seen the business that God has given to everyone to be
busy with. He has made everything suitable for its
time; moreover, he has put a sense of past and future
into their minds, yet they cannot find out what God
has done from the beginning to the end. I know that
there is nothing better for them than to be happy and

it is God’s gift that all should eat and drink and take pleasure in all their toil.” Ecclesiastes 3:9-13
Most know that the Hebrew word shalom is understood around the world to mean "peace." However,
"peace" is only one small part of the meaning. According to
Strong's Concordance, Shalom means completeness,
wholeness, health, peace, welfare, safety soundness, tranquility, prosperity, perfectness, fullness, rest, harmony, the
absence of agitation or discord. Shalom comes from the
root verb shalom meaning to be complete, perfect and full.
How we find peace is by spending quality time with God
and with those whom we love. It doesn’t happen by
chance. Join us in worship on Sundays at 8:30 or 10:30;
come to a study group to grow in your knowledge and love
of God. Get involved in all that St. James has to offer.
Shalom!

Jean

Clare grew up in Dundas, was baptized at
St. James, and was active in all aspects of church life as a
child and teen. Leaving Dundas to attend the University of
Waterloo, Clare earned a degree in Geological Engineering,
gaining the P.Eng designation after two years of professional experience, and followed with an M.Sc in Contaminant Hydrogeology. For 25 years she lived in the Waterloo
region, and for the past 15 years was a parishioner at St.
James, Hespeler. While working full-time as a professional
consultant engineer, Clare also earned the Certificate in
Christian Studies at Renison University College. In 2013
she was licensed as a lay reader for her parish, and in
2014 abandoned her engineering to train for the priesthood. She is now a postulant for ordination, studying at
Huron University College in London. She will be the homilist at St. James on October 9 at both services. Clare is the
daughter of Mick and Lil Stewart, and mother of Brett.
At the Shaw Festival this year, two plays
explore issues of power and identity. The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search for
God (based on a Shaw novella) brilliantly and
funnily explores the relationship between a questioning
black girl (played by Natasha Mumba) and the missionary
who doesn’t know how to respond to her questions about
God and the Bible. This one-act play is forty minutes of
fun. Alice in Wonderland finds Alice exploring her own
identity in the upside-down world down the rabbit hole
where everything seems strange and out of place. Both
plays speak to our own attempts to find our place in a confusing and rapidly changing world, while entertaining us
in delightful fashion. It’s worth seeing both on the same
day if you can. Peter Davison

Anne
Washington
was presented
with the Care
& Compassion
award at the
Senior Citizens
of the Year
Banquet
Our
talented musicians enhanced
the Orlando
memorial service on June
25th, attended
on short notice
by some 70
parishioners
and others (see
below)

Candles commemorated
all the victims
(left), and
refreshments
were offered
afterwards in
the narthex
(right)

Informal worship, food, and fun at the June 26th Parish Picnic,
during which Carol Overing (bottom right) dedicated the new Peace Pole which she had donated.

Marcia
Rennie
cut the
June
birthday
cake
which
formed
part of
the array
of
desserts

